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Out of My Mind
Many kids and teens have challenges when it comes to behavior. In this revised edition of his time-tested book, Thomas
McIntyre provides up-to-date information, practical strategies, and sound advice to help kids learn to make smarter choices,
make and keep friends, get along with teachers, take responsibility for their actions, work toward positive change, and
enjoy the results of their better behavior. New to this edition are an “Are you ready to change?” quiz, updated glossary and
resources, and a fresh organization and design. This is a book for any young person who needs help with behavior. A special
section at the back addresses diagnosed behavior disorders.

I Talk Like a River
This best-selling brief introduction to public speaking offers practical coverage of every topic typically covered in a full-sized
text, from invention, research and organization, practice and delivery, to the different speech types. Its concise,
inexpensive format makes it perfect not only for the public speaking course, but also for any setting across the curriculum,
on the job, or in the community. This newly redesigned full-color edition offers even stronger coverage of the fundamentals
of speechmaking, while also addressing the changing realities of public speaking in a digital world. It features fully updated
chapters on online presentations and using presentation software, and a streamlined chapter on research in print and
online.

Speak Up
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Let's Communicate
Uncover the masterworks of modern art hidden across New York City in this charmingly illustrated exploration of one of the
world's greatest artistic treasure troves. There's so much to love about New York, and so much to see. The city is full of art,
and architecture, and history -- and not just in museums. Hidden in plain sight, in office building lobbies, on street corners,
and tucked into Soho lofts, there's a treasure trove of art waiting to be discovered, and you don't need an art history degree
to fall in love with it. Art Hiding in New York is a beautiful, giftable book that explores all of these locations, traversing
Manhattan to brings 100 treasures to art lovers and intrepid New York adventurers. Curator and urban explorer Lori Zimmer
brings readers along to sites covering the biggest names of the 20th century -- like Jean-Michel Basquiat's studio, iconic
Keith Haring murals, the controversial site of Richard Serra's Tilted Arc, Roy Lichtenstein's subway station commission, and
many more. Each entry is accompanied by a beautiful watercolor depiction of the work by artist Maria Krasinski, as well as
location information for those itching to see for themselves. With stunning details, perfect for displaying on any art lover's
shelf, and curated itineraries for planning your next urban exploration, this inspirational book is a must-read for those who
love art, New York, and, of course, both.

Medical Terminology
From an award-winning author and illustrator, the inspiring story of how the Little Free Library organization brings
communities together through books, from founder Todd Bol’s first installation to the creation of more than 75,000 minilibraries around the world. Todd and his friends love heroes. But in school, Todd doesn’t feel heroic. Reading is hard for him,
and he gets scolded for asking too many questions. How will he ever become the kind of hero he admires? Featuring
stunning illustrations that celebrate the diversity of the Little Free Library movement, here is the story of how its founder,
Todd Bol, became a literacy superhero. Thanks to Todd and thousands of volunteers—many of whom are kids—millions of
books have been enjoyed around the world. This creative movement inspires a love of reading, strengthens communities,
and provides meeting places where new friendships, ideas—and heroes!—spring to life. Includes an author’s note and
bibliography.

Raise Your Hand
Let’s Communicate is everything you want in a human communication text—substantive, engaging, and fun. Created by
communication scholars Douglas Fraleigh, Joseph Tuman, and Katherine Adams, Let’s Communicate takes their combined
100 years’ worth of research and teaching experience to present all the basic human communication concepts with unique
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attention paid to technology, culture, gender, and social justice. The authors provides provocative, real-life examples and a
special focus on skills that together make communication meaningful for students both in and out of the classroom—all at
an affordable price. Let’s Communicate is also the first human communication text to use hundreds of hand-drawn
illustrations that help students understand and retain important concepts. These unique and often humorous illustrations
present concepts in graphic form (especially helpful for visual learners), make complex ideas easier to understand, provide
hooks to help students remember material, extend concepts, and generate discussion. Let’s Communicate matches cuttingedge content with powerful digital tools accessible through LaunchPad, a learning platform that that contains hundreds of
videos, LearningCurve (our adaptive quizzing program), various assessment options, video assignment tools, instructor
supplements, and a full e-book

Speak Up
A toolbox of twenty-one strategies kids can use to get along with others. Every child could use help with social skills and
making friends. This book provides twenty-one concrete strategies children can use to express themselves, build
relationships, end arguments and fights, halt bullying, and beat unhappy feelings. It’s like a toolbox of kid-friendly social
skills—just open it up and pull out tools like: Mighty Might, which takes all the fun out of teasing Thought Chop, which helps
kids resist self-defeating thoughts Squeaky Wheel, a type of persistence that gets results Coin Toss, a simple way to resolve
small conflicts Each tool is clearly described, illustrated with true-to-life examples, and accompanied by dialogue and lines
children can practice and use. Authentic stories and anecdotes show each tool in action. This revised and updated second
edition incorporates electronic communication, cyberbullying, and social media with age-appropriate guidelines and stories.
A note to adults includes up-to-date research on and recommendations for social skills and bullying. For kids, Speak Up and
Get Along! makes learning social skills accessible and fun.

A People's History of the United States
How to Speak Baseball
Middle school is a tough time for nearly everyone, but it can be especially hard on girls. Between social and cultural
pressures, academic challenges, family dynamics, changing hormones, and a growing awareness of the world around them,
middle school girls often end up feeling voiceless and powerless. They can struggle with speaking in class, standing up for
their beliefs, navigating complicated social situations, and generally letting their voices be heard. Speak Up! confronts
these issues head on. In a relatable, frank tone, Speak Up! lets young girls know that what they have to say is important
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and that their thoughts are worth hearing. By presenting real issues and scenarios that girls will recognize from their own
day-to-day lives, as well as exploring the negative thoughts and feelings that can hold them back, Speak Up! will supply
girls with the tools they need to understand their feelings and speak up in any situation. Interactive exercises, lists, real-life
examples, and attractive graphics will keep the readers engaged from start to finish. More than a book about self-esteem,
Speak Up! addresses the cultural factors that hold girls back, and features real strategies to enable them in finding, and
using, their voices.

White Bird: A Wonder Story
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant, impatient fifth-grader with cerebral palsy discovers a technological
device that will allow her to speak for the first time.

Water Is Water
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Featured by Oprah's Book Club on the Anti-Racist Books for Young Adults list curated by
bestselling author Jacqueline Woodson A USA TODAY Bestseller Recommended by The Guardian, Time, Grazia, The
Telegraph, Express, and The Sun ‘This is one for you, your neighbour, the children in your lives and especially that ‘only
slightly’ racist colleague… A guide to the history of racism and a blueprint for change’ —The Guardian Who are you? What is
racism? Where does it come from? Why does it exist? What can you do to disrupt it? Learn about social identities, the
history of racism and resistance against it, and how you can use your anti-racist lens and voice to move the world toward
equity and liberation. ‘In a racist society, it’s not enough to be non-racist—we must be ANTI-RACIST.’ —Angela Davis Gain a
deeper understanding of your anti-racist self as you progress through 20 chapters that spark introspection, reveal the
origins of racism that we are still experiencing and give you the courage and power to undo it. Each chapter builds on the
previous one as you learn more about yourself and racial oppression. 20 activities get you thinking and help you grow with
the knowledge. All you need is a pen and paper. Author Tiffany Jewell, an anti-bias, anti-racist educator and activist, builds
solidarity beginning with the language she chooses – using gender neutral words to honour everyone who reads the book.
Illustrator Aurélia Durand brings the stories and characters to life with kaleidoscopic vibrancy. After examining the concepts
of social identity, race, ethnicity and racism, learn about some of the ways people of different races have been oppressed,
from indigenous Americans and Australians being sent to boarding school to be 'civilized' to a generation of Caribbean
immigrants once welcomed to the UK being threatened with deportation by strict immigration laws. Find hope in stories of
strength, love, joy and revolution that are part of our history, too, with such figures as the former slave Toussaint
Louverture, who led a rebellion against white planters that eventually led to Haiti’s independence, and Yuri Kochiyama,
who, after spending time in an internment camp for Japanese Americans during WWII, dedicated her life to supporting
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political prisoners and advocating reparations for those wrongfully interned. Learn language and phrases to interrupt and
disrupt racism. So, when you hear a microaggression or racial slur, you'll know how to act next time. This book is written for
EVERYONE who lives in this racialised society—including the young person who doesn’t know how to speak up to the racist
adults in their life, the kid who has lost themself at times trying to fit into the dominant culture, the children who have been
harmed (physically and emotionally) because no one stood up for them or they couldn’t stand up for themselves and also
for their families, teachers and administrators. With this book, be empowered to actively defy racism and xenophobia to
create a community (large and small) that truly honours everyone.

The Articulate Witness
Speak Up! is a joyful celebration of 45 speeches by children and teenagers who have stood up for causes they passionately
believe in and challenged adults in power to take note. This collection is testament to the hopefulness and spirit of the next
generation, and the positive belief that we can, and should, act to protect the things we love. From ground-breaking
scientific inventions to pleas for the environment, anti-war speeches to incredible testimony of lived experiences, the
speeches collected here demonstrate the profound wisdom of youth and why it is important to speak up and out on what
concerns us. ‘A society that cuts itself off from its youth severs its own lifeline; it is condemned to bleed to death.’ - Kofi
Annan

Speak Up + Speechclass for Speak Up
Widely praised for its conversational tone and clear advice, Practically Speaking is the public speaking textbook your
students will actually read. Filled with engaging stories and examples, sound scholarship and recent research, and useful
tips and tricks, Practically Speaking shows students how to get started, practice thinking critically, and ultimately develop
their own voice.

Little Libraries, Big Heroes
“A flawless compendium of flaws.” —Alice Roberts, PhD, anatomist, writer, and presenter of The Incredible Human Journey
The antidote to fuzzy thinking, with furry animals! Have you read (or stumbled into) one too many irrational online debates?
Ali Almossawi certainly had, so he wrote An Illustrated Book of Bad Arguments! This handy guide is here to bring the
internet age a much-needed dose of old-school logic (really old-school, a la Aristotle). Here are cogent explanations of the
straw man fallacy, the slippery slope argument, the ad hominem attack, and other common attempts at reasoning that
actually fall short—plus a beautifully drawn menagerie of animals who (adorably) commit every logical faux pas. Rabbit
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thinks a strange light in the sky must be a UFO because no one can prove otherwise (the appeal to ignorance). And Lion
doesn’t believe that gas emissions harm the planet because, if that were true, he wouldn’t like the result (the argument
from consequences). Once you learn to recognize these abuses of reason, they start to crop up everywhere from
congressional debate to YouTube comments—which makes this geek-chic book a must for anyone in the habit of holding
opinions.

Speak Up!
Are you baffled by sewing terminology, different tools and materials, or patterns in general? Well-known apparel designer
and sewing expert Christine Haynes answers all your questions in the authoritative guide to over 300 sewing terms. This
easy-to-use sewing primer isn t sorted alphabetically but by categories that make sense. How can you tell the difference
between a weave and a grain? What s a muslin and why should you use it? Christine s advice covers the "what" and the
"why" of everything from buttonhole thread to flat felled seams. The fully illustrated guide explains each term with words
and visuals for reader-friendly understanding."

Hiking the Jersey Highlands
"Satisfying, gratifying, touching, weighty—this authentic piece of work has got soul."—The New York Times Book Review As
twelve-year-old Marlee starts middle school in 1958 Little Rock, it feels like her whole world is falling apart. Until she meets
Liz, the new girl at school. Liz is everything Marlee wishes she could be: she's brave, brash and always knows the right thing
to say. But when Liz leaves school without even a good-bye, the rumor is that Liz was caught passing for white. Marlee
decides that doesn't matter. She just wants her friend back. And to stay friends, Marlee and Liz are even willing to take on
segregation and the dangers their friendship could bring to both their families. Winner of the New-York Historical Society
Children’s History Book Prize A New York Times Book Review Editor’s Choice From the Trade Paperback edition.

An Illustrated Book of Bad Arguments
I Promise
The first ten lies they tell you in high school. "Speak up for yourself--we want to know what you have to say." From the first
moment of her freshman year at Merryweather High, Melinda knows this is a big fat lie, part of the nonsense of high school.
She is friendless, outcast, because she busted an end-of-summer party by calling the cops, so now nobody will talk to her,
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let alone listen to her. As time passes, she becomes increasingly isolated and practically stops talking altogether. Only her
art class offers any solace, and it is through her work on an art project that she is finally able to face what really happened
at that terrible party: she was raped by an upperclassman, a guy who still attends Merryweather and is still a threat to her.
Her healing process has just begun when she has another violent encounter with him. But this time Melinda fights back,
refuses to be silent, and thereby achieves a measure of vindication. In Laurie Halse Anderson's powerful novel, an utterly
believable heroine with a bitterly ironic voice delivers a blow to the hypocritical world of high school. She speaks for many a
disenfranchised teenager while demonstrating the importance of speaking up for oneself. Speak was a 1999 National Book
Award Finalist for Young People's Literature.

Practically Speaking
Every day in the United States, ordinary people are called to testify in court. Most of them have never been involved in a
legal proceeding. But they have probably seen witnesses in high-profile trials on television, being harshly cross examined,
looking nervous or anxious—perhaps even humiliated. The thought of testifying can be scary. Being subpoenaed can lead to
weeks or months of anxiety until the day arrives when they raise their right hand and swear to tell the truth. This book is for
them. Whether testifying at a trial, arbitration, or deposition, this book will help witnesses get ready for the experience.
Easy-to-follow, illustrated tips prepare them to be a more compelling witness. The book contains answers to common
questions, such as: What can I expect when I testify? How can I be a prepared and trustworthy witness? What is the key to
calming my nerves? What questions should I ask the lawyer who called me? How do I keep my emotions in check? Can I
channel my nervous energy into something positive? and How can I prevent getting flustered while testifying? Distinguished
trial advocacy instructors who have been teaching lawyers to be self-assured communicators for 35 years now employ their
techniques to help people who find themselves in the witness chair.

How to Speak Golf
The tranquility of Mars is disrupted by humans who want to conquer space, colonize the planet, and escape a doomed
Earth.

Speak
From ace to zinger, How to Speak Golf includes over 125 golf terms paired with charming and clever illustrations that
decode the words and phrases that fly around a golf course. Clubhouse Chatter sections are sprinkled throughout where
you'll learn about everything from the origins of golf, the worst courses and biggest sand bunkers in the world, to the
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reason why there are so many bird references in golf terminology, a history of famous holes-in-one, and much, much more!
Some of the terms included in the book are: -Army golf: The inconsistent hitting of the ball from one side of the fairway to
the other. (Think: Left, right, left.) -Cabbage: The worst of the rough. (Also known as "Spinach" or "Lettuce." Whatever you
call it, this is a salad to be avoided.) -Ham and egg: When two players on a team pair well, with one player excelling
whenever the other falters. -Velcro: Greens that are slow, where it seems like the ball sticks to the grass. Author Sally Cook
and illustrator Ross MacDonald offer the perfect blend of funny anecdotes and fascinating bits of history and trivia. This is
the perfect gift book to have you talking like a master whether you're a pro, a lifelong fan, or a novice on the greens.

The Odyssey of Homer
Named one of the Best Books of 2014 by NPR As seen on The Today Show A hand-drawn path to inner peace! Your
Illustrated Guide to Becoming One with the Universe will set you free on a visual journey of self-discovery. Set against a
surreal backdrop of intricate ink illustrations, you will find nine metaphysical lessons with dreamlike instructions that require
you to open your heart to unexplored inner landscapes. From setting fire to your anxieties to sharing a cup of tea with your
inner demons, you will learn how to let go and truly connect with the world around you. Whether you need a little
inspiration or a completely new life direction, Your Illustrated Guide to Becoming One with the Universe provides you with
the necessary push to find your true path--and a whimsical adventure to enjoy on the way there.

Your Illustrated Guide To Becoming One With The Universe
Inspired by her blockbuster phenomenon Wonder, R. J. Palacio makes her graphic novel debut with an unforgettable,
Sydney Taylor Book Award-winning story of the power of kindness and unrelenting courage in a time of war. "I was
captivated by White Bird. It tells the hardest truths with honesty and calm (so that young readers can hear them). R.J.
Palacio brings to life the nature of heroism and the real risks we face today." --Meg Medina, Newbery award-winning author
of Mercy Suarez Changes Gears In R. J. Palacio's bestselling collection of stories Auggie & Me, which expands on characters
in Wonder, readers were introduced to Julian's grandmother, Grandmère. Here, Palacio makes her graphic novel debut with
Grandmère's heartrending story: how she, a young Jewish girl, was hidden by a family in a Nazi-occupied French village
during World War II; how the boy she and her classmates once shunned became her savior and best friend. Sara's
harrowing experience movingly demonstrates the power of kindness to change hearts, build bridges, and even save lives.
As Grandmère tells Julian, "It always takes courage to be kind, but in those days, such kindness could cost you everything."
With poignant symbolism and gorgeous artwork that brings Sara's story out of the past and cements it firmly in this
moment in history, White Bird is sure to captivate anyone who was moved by the book Wonder or the blockbuster movie
adaptation and its message. Praise for Wonder: #1 New York Times bestseller USA Today bestseller Time Magazine's 100
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Best Young Adult Books of All Time "In a wonder of a debut, Palacio has written a crackling page-turner filled with
characters you can't help but root for." --Entertainment Weekly "Rich and memorable." --The New York Times "A beautiful,
funny and sometimes sob-making story of quiet transformation." --The Wall Street Journal

An Illustrated Guide to Veterinary Medical Terminology
This guide to the language of baseball decodes the amusing, clever phrases that pepper commentary about the sport.
Packed with witty explanations of everything from "duster" and "rubber arm" to "up the elevator," this ballpark lexicon
plays on a nostalgic love for the national pastime while covering ground from baseball's beginnings to today. This humorous
mix of definitions and anecdotes is perfect for both lifelong baseball fans and rookies working up the ranks.

A Pocket Guide to Public Speaking
Illustrations and easy-to-read, rhyming text encourage the reader to speak up about everything from their own name being
mispronounced to someone bring a weapon to school. Includes author's note about real people who have found their
voices, when to speak up, and how to express oneself without speaking.

Speak Up!
The Lions of Little Rock
Immerse yourself in the world of Twilight with the official illustrated guide to the #1 New York Times bestselling series
featuring exclusive illustrations, character profiles, and more! This must-have edition -- the only official guide -- is the
definitive encyclopedic reference to the Twilight Saga and provides readers with everything they need to further explore
the unforgettable world Stephenie Meyer created in Twilight, New Moon, Eclipse, Breaking Dawn, and The Short Second Life
of Bree Tanner. This comprehensive handbook -- essential for every Twilight Saga fan -- is full-color throughout with nearly
100 gorgeous illustrations and photographs and with exclusive material, character profiles, genealogical charts, maps,
extensive cross-references, and much more. It's here! #1 bestselling author Stephenie Meyer makes a triumphant return to
the world of Twilight with the highly anticipated companion, Midnight Sun: the iconic love story of Bella and Edward told
from the vampire's point of view. "People do not want to just read Meyer's books; they want to climb inside them and live
there." -- Time "A literary phenomenon." -- The New York Times
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Ites
11-year-old Alice Paul Tapper--daughter of CNN's Jake Tapper--is challenging girls everywhere to speak up! When Alice
Tapper noticed that the girls in her class weren't participating as much as the boys, she knew she had to do something
about it. With help from her Girl Scout troop and her parents, she came up with a patch that other girls could earn if they
took a pledge to be more confident in school. Alice even wrote an op-ed about the experience for the New York Times!
Inspired by that piece, this picture book illustrates her determination, bravery, and unwillingness to accept the status quo.
With Marta Kissi's delightful illustrations depicting Alice's story, young readers everywhere will want to follow Alice's lead
and raise their hand!

How to Sing
An Instant #1 New York Times Bestseller! An Instant Indie Bestseller! An Amazon Best Book of the Month! A perfect BACKTO-SCHOOL tool for students and teachers who need an encouraging boost to start the year! NBA champion and superstar
LeBron James pens a slam-dunk picture book inspired by his foundation’s I PROMISE program that motivates children
everywhere to always #StriveForGreatness. Just a kid from Akron, Ohio, who is dedicated to uplifting youth everywhere,
LeBron James knows the key to a better future is to excel in school, do your best, and keep your family close. I Promise is a
lively and inspiring picture book that reminds us that tomorrow’s success starts with the promises we make to ourselves
and our community today. Featuring James’s upbeat, rhyming text and vibrant illustrations perfectly crafted for a diverse
audience by New York Times bestselling artist Nina Mata, this book has the power to inspire all children and families to be
their best. Perfect for shared reading in and out of the classroom, I Promise is also a great gift for graduation, birthdays, and
other occasions. Plus check out the audiobook, read by LeBron James's mother and I Promise School supporter Gloria
James!

Speak Up and Get Along!
When a child has a "bad speech day" at school, his father gives him a new perspective on his stuttering.

This Book Is Anti-Racist
Provides information on the concepts and theories of public speaking along with a variety of real-life examples and visual
explanations.
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Speak Up!: The Ultimate Guide to Dominate in the Speaking Industry
In this Second Edition of this radical social history of America from Columbus to the present, Howard Zinn includes
substantial coverage of the Carter, Reagan and Bush years and an Afterword on the Clinton presidency. Its commitment
and vigorous style mean it will be compelling reading for under-graduate and post-graduate students and scholars in
American social history and American studies, as well as the general reader.

Speak Up
Primates of the World
Noni Speaks Up
Every day all around the world professionals and entrepreneurs from every industry do something that many people fear
more than death. They take one last sip of water, stand up, walk to the front of a room, and speak up. Some people speak
to win new business or to sell an idea. Some speak to share knowledge or transfer skills. While others, simply speak with
the goal to uplift and inspire. Regardless, of why they speak, the goals for every speaker is the same - to use the spoken
word as a catalyst for some sort of change.Speaking can change your life. People who make the decision to Speak Up tend
to experience more control over their career path, unlock new opportunities, and if desired, tap into completely new
streams of income. Professional speaking is a billion-dollar industry, and while not every person has a desire to be a fulltime professional speaker, the concepts, resources, and strategies presented in this book will position you to carve out your
piece of the pie. If you are a current or aspiring professional speaker, consider this book your speaking 101 guide to
understanding and navigating the basics of building a speaking business. Wherever you are on your journey, if speaking has
been a life-long calling or a newly kindled interest "Speak Up! The Ultimate Guide to Dominate in the Speaking Industry" is
here to serve as your road map to the next level.There are many paths to success in the professional speaking industry. To
help speakers cut through the confusion, Black Speakers Network created the 5M Model for Professional Speaking (TM)
which is designed to help speakers develop the most essential knowledge and skills needed to build a profitable speaking
business. These include. Mission - Gain clarity and uncover your authentic passion and purpose as a speakerMessage Learn what type of speaker you are and refine your core presentation skillsMarketing - Develop strategies to reach and
engage your target audienceMonetize - Generate multiple streams of revenue for your speaking businessManagement Create systems and processes to manage and grow your speaking businessReaders of this book will gain access to the
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expertise and wisdom of 32 remarkable co-authors who are current and emerging thought leaders, entrepreneurs, and
expert speakers dedicated to advancing the mission of Black Speakers Network. In addition, you will find contributions from
two titans in the speaking industry, Dr. George C. Fraser and Les Brown, who have both invested their lives in educating,
empowering, and uplifting men and women particularly from underserved populations.

The Martian Chronicles
The Twilight Saga: The Official Illustrated Guide
An Illustrated Guide to Veterinary Medical Terminology, Third Edition provides a visual approach to learning medical terms
and understanding the basics of veterinary medicine. A systematic process of breaking down medical terms into their
component parts allows readers to comprehend the root medical concepts and apply critical thinking skills when faced with
new and unfamiliar medical terminology. Chapters progress from basic terminology related to anatomical positioning to
body systems, and then to species- specific terminology. Case studies exemplify how medical terminology would be
experienced in an actual veterinary practice. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

How to Speak Fluent Sewing
Discusses primate evolution, behavior, and classification, and provides detailed information and illustrations, arranged
geographically, on every family and nearly three hundred species.

Art Hiding in New York
Noni always tries to do the right thing. But she doesn't know how to help her classmate Hector, who is constantly bullied for
his name, his size and his giant glasses. Noni stands by silently, afraid that the kids will turn on her if she speaks up. Yet
"doing nothing" doesn't feel very good. Will Noni be brave enough to take matters into her own hands? Heather HarttSussman's charming story, complemented by the playful, expressive illustrations of Geneviève Côté, is a heartwarming
exploration of conquering fear and finding the courage to help others.

The Survival Guide for Kids with Behavior Challenges
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"A spare, poetic picture book exploring the different phases of the water cycle in surprising and engaging ways"--
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